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Long-term operational planning for flexible residential buildings with seasonal storage and capacity-based grid tariffs
                     
                



Thorvaldsen, Kasper Emil; Backe, Stian; Farahmand, Hossein (Journal article; Tidsskriftartikkel; Peer reviewed, 2024-03-07)


When performing operation of the energy system in a building, it is difficult to accurately represent the uncertain long-term objectives in the short-term window, and the correlation between long-term objectives. This work investigates a strategic modelling framework for representing long-term incentives during short-term operational planning for an energy system within flexible buildings. Multi-stage ...
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Distinguishing Mineral Oil Slicks from Low Wind Areas using Rapid Repeat Synthetic Aperture Radar Imagery
                     
                



Quigley, Cornelius Patrick; Johansson, Anna Malin Kristin; Jones, Cathleen Elaine; Holt, Benjamin (Journal article; Tidsskriftartikkel; Peer reviewed, 2024-03-18)


A method for differentiating marine oil slicks from radar-dark, low wind areas in open water using rapid repeat SAR imagery is reported. The study uses data acquired by the airborne UAVSAR L-band SAR instrument, imaging the Coal Oil Point seep field near Santa Barbara, California. Time-series of images from three different days are analyzed, all containing both verified oil slicks and low wind zones. ...
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Retrieval operations of derelict fishing gears give insight on the impact on marine life
                     
                



Vodopia, Dorian; Verones, Francesca; Askham, Cecilia; Larsen, Roger Bertram (Journal article; Tidsskriftartikkel; Peer reviewed, 2024-03-16)


Abandoned, lost and discarded fishing gear (ALDFG), significantly impacts marine ecosystems and biodiversity by incidental capture known as ghost fishing. Such impacts were quantified during the Norwegian Directorate of Fisheries' annual ALDFG cleanup operation in September 2023 by examining the characteristics of retrieved ALDFG and recording the taxonomically sorted catch abundance and biomass. A ...
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Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning for Structured Symbolic Music Generation
                     
                



Dadman, Shayan; Bremdal, Bernt Arild (Chapter; Bokkapittel, 2023-07-12)


Generating structured music using deep learning methods with symbolic representation is challenging due to the complex relationships between musical elements that define a musical composition. Symbolic representation of music, such as MIDI or sheet music, can help overcome some of these challenges by encoding the music in a format that allows manipulation and analysis. However, the symbolic ...
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Global standards and the philosophy of consumption: Toward a consumer-driven governance of global value chains
                     
                



Karimova, Guli-Sanam; Heidbrink, Ludger; Brinkmann, Johannes; LeMay, Stephen Arthur (Journal article; Tidsskriftartikkel; Peer reviewed, 2023-12-27)


This study delves into the significant ethical criteria in the context of global standards. It addresses the moral wrongdoings and adverse side effects associated with global value chains as discussed in the business ethics literature. The methodology involves theoretical application and synthesis. The study employs ethical principles from deontology, consequentialism, and political cosmopolitanism ...
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